Vocal Jazz Ensemble

Christine Duncan, director
Wednesday, March 13, 2024 at 7:30 pm | Walter Hall, 80 Queen’s Park

PROGRAM

Doujie

It's All Part of the Plan

I Want To Be Happy

Waltz #1

Moon Grace

And Your Dream Comes True

Woods

Witch Hunt

Wes Montgomery

The Punch Brothers, arr. Jim Eads

Irving Caesar and Vincent Youmans, arr. Kerry Marsh

Elliott Smith, arr. Jackson Welchner

Raquel Marina

Brian Wilson, arr. Andrew Lowe

Justin Vernon, arr. Kerry Marsh

Wayne Shorter

We wish to acknowledge this land on which the University of Toronto operates. For thousands of years it has been the traditional land of the Huron-Wendat, the Seneca, and the Mississaugas of the Credit. Today, this meeting place is still the home to many Indigenous people from across Turtle Island and we are grateful to have the opportunity to work on this land.

As part of the Faculty’s commitment to improving Indigenous inclusion, we call upon all members of our community to start/continue their personal journeys towards understanding and acknowledging Indigenous peoples’ histories, truths and cultures. Visit indigenous.utoronto.ca to learn more.
Far Away

Alyssa Giammaria, arr. Raquel Marina

Pollyanna

Keiichi Suzuki, arr. Andrew Lowe (inspired by the 8-Bit Big Band)
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Alyssa Rosolowski
Diya Tirone
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Lee Rosensweet, *piano*
Karan Dadlani, *guitar*
Kieran Menard, *bass*
Evan Teti, *drums*

Raquel Marina, *guest conductor*